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ABSTRACT Wireless cellular networks have seen dramatic growth in number of mobile users. As a result,
data requirements, and hence the base-station power consumption has increased significantly. It in turn adds
to the operational expenditures and also causes global warming. The base station power consumption in
long-term evolution (LTE) has, therefore, become a major challenge for vendors to stay green and profitable
in competitive cellular industry. It necessitates novel methods to devise energy efficient communication in
LTE. Importance of the topic has attracted huge research interests worldwide. Energy saving (ES) approaches
proposed in the literature can be broadly classified in categories of energy efficient resource allocation, load
balancing, carrier aggregation, and bandwidth expansion. Each of these methods has its own pros and cons
leading to a tradeoff between ES and other performance metrics resulting into open research questions. This
paper discusses various ES techniques for the LTE systems and critically analyses their usability through a
comprehensive comparative study.
INDEX TERMS LTE systems, Energy Efficient Communication, Base Station, Power Consumption.
I. INTRODUCTION
Wireless communication has become one of the basic pro-
visions of the modern world. Since the inception of first
radio communication system by Marconi [1], wireless com-
munication systems have seen a massive growth in the last
few decades from having a couple of individuals to the
majority of the world as their users [2], [3]. The concept of
frequency reuse was first introduced in cellular radio com-
munication systems by AT &T [4]. Further developments
in radio communication introduced digital cellular systems,
which pass through a long chain of evolution known as the
Generations (G). We have seen usage of 1G, 2G, 3G and now
4G as the communication standard with each resulting into
enhanced performance of cellular systems [5], [6]. Aiming
towards the key achievements such as short transmission
time, high throughput, low latency and security [7], [8],
these systems generally consist of Base Stations (BS) con-
nected to core network. Each BS has designated cover-
age area, called cell and communicates directly with User
Equipment (UE) within its coverage [9], [10], [11].Whenever
UE moves from serving cell to neighbour cell, its transfer
of control is initiated through handover process [12], [13].
LTE is a 4G technology, which transmits Digital Broadband
Packets over Internet Protocol (IP) while offering peak data
rate of 100 – 300 Mbps [14], [15], [16]. This increased data
rate in LTE is achieved by employing Orthogonal Frequency
DivisionMultiple Access (OFDMA) based technologywhich
promises low latency, high data rate and packet optimized
radio access [17]. This enhanced performance of services
compared to previous generations of the cellular networks has
helped LTE systems to gain rapid popularity both commer-
cially and academically.
This paper presents a comprehensive study of the exist-
ing energy saving techniques for LTE networks. Usability
of various methods is critically analyzed through detailed
investigation into their strengths and weaknesses. The paper
also presents recommendations and highlight open research
questions based on the lessons learnt. Following the introduc-
tion in section I, rest of the paper is organized as follows.
Section II briefly presents architecture of LTE networks,
main challenges before highlighting importance of energy
saving in the said networks. Section III presents classi-
fication of existing ES schemes in LTE networks while
Sections IV, V and VI provide detailed description of their
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FIGURE 1. Architecture of LTE networks.
TABLE 1. LTE networks components.
working. Existing energy saving schemes are subsequently
critically analysed, discussed and compared for their pros
and cons in section VII. Some open research issues and
challenges are presented in section VIII. Section IX inves-
tigates the learnt lessons before paper is finally concluded in
section X.
II. ARCHITECTURE OF LTE NETWORKS
Since the paper is focused on energy management in LTE
networks, this section presents a brief overview of the
LTE architecture. LTE systems usually provide low latency,
high data rate and packet optimized radio access. Com-
pared to 3G, LTE additionally provides international roaming
and compatibility with other legacy networks [18], [19].
The 4G systems make use of OFDMA and Single Channel
Frequency Division Multiple Access (SC-FDMA) schemes
to support flexible bandwidth [20]–[26]. LTE architecture is
generally based on Evolved Packet Core (EPC), Universal
Terrestrial Radio Access (UTRA), and Universal Terrestrial
Radio Access Network (UTRAN), each of which commu-
nicates with core network air interfaces and radio access
network [27], [28].
Figure 1 illustrates overall architecture of the LTE net-
works showing both EPC and evolved UTRAN (E-UTRAN)
[29], [31] while Table 1 summarizes the core elements of the
LTE architecture.
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A. COMMUNICATIONS PERSPECTIVE CHALLENGES
IN LTE NETWORKS
Though LTE has proven to be a promising technology, it is a
complex network and there are some challenges that need to
be carefully addressed for optimum functionality.
1) SIGNALLING SYSTEM
In LTE networks, one of the major issues is to avoid or limit
signalling overhead and overlapping in control part of the
network. Large number of connections between nodes and
network fragmentation causes rapid increase in signalling
traffic. Any failure in signalling system will drag operators
toward increased system latency and outages resulting in to
loss of revenues [32], [33]. Increased signalling traffic also
leads toward increased energy consumption and definitely
needs to be looked in carefully.
2) BACKWARD COMPATIBILITY
LTE is usually compatible with all other relevant major
standards. The combination of devices, network inter-
faces and equipment to support other standards compli-
cates end-to-end functionality testing and interoperability
testing (IOT) [34], [35].
3) BS EFFICIENCY
Due to the employment of OFDMA in LTE, signals have
high amplitude variability known as Peak-to-Average Power
Ratio (PAPR), which reduces transmitter efficiency. Fur-
thermore, the BS provides high data rate at the cost of
high dynamic transmission power. Since, high transmission
power results in increased energy consumption and thereby
increases OPEX; energy management has become major
challenge in LTE networks to stay profitable and also to
reduce global warming [36].
B. IMPORTANCE OF ES IN LTE NETWORKS
Since increased power consumption (using non-renewable
energy sources) directly contributes in climate change, there-
fore it has become major obstacle for environmental and
economic aspects [37], [38]. Vendors highlighted the rais-
ing trend of power consumption due to the increased data
traffic. Number of users of the mobile networks has 10%
annual increase across the world with an increase of 25-50%
in each user’s data requirements [39]. Therefore, provision
of high data rate demanding services with minimum power
consumption has become a major challenge for vendors to
stay profitable [40], [41]. The Information and Communi-
cation Technology (ICT) contributes approximately 10% in
worldwide power consumptionwhile it is adding 2% in global
warming [42], [43]. Moreover, global warming is growing
swiftly due to the additional advance BSs being deployed to
fulfill increased users demand thus resulting into 15% to 20%
increase per year and this increase almost becomes double
every five years [44]. Noteworthy, ICT contribution in Global
warming will become 3% by 2020 [45]. Since, BS consumes
major part of energy in LTE networks, reducing power con-
sumption at BS could help cutting down OPEX [46]. Vendors
choose to deploy automated networks to facilitate energy
saving [47]. 3GPP has already introduced Self Organized
Networks (SON), which increase the level of automation
achieved in operation and maintenance, thereby resulting in a
decreased OPEX [48]. Apart from other functionalities, SON
also provides opportunities for incorporation of enhanced
energy saving (ES) techniques that can help achieve reduced
OPEX values. Technologies based on the concept of SON
(e.g. LTE), can enjoy a 19% reduced OPEX due to advanced
ES techniques [49].
III. CLASSIFICATION OF ENERGY SAVING SCHEMES
The literature presents considerable amount of research work
on energy efficiency in LTE systems. Each BS in cellular
networks consists of Baseband Units (BBU) with one or more
transceivers. Each transceiver contains Radio Frequency (RF)
part, Power Amplifier (PA) and Antennas connected through
cables [50], [51], [52]. All these components are located
very close to each other in a unit called Radio Resource
Unit (RRU). PA is the main power hungry element in this
unit [53]. Since LTE employs OFDMA [54], [55], [56] and
normally PA operates at a level that is 6-12 dB lower than
the saturation point, this results into lower adjacent chan-
nel interference. Power consumption at BS can be catego-
rized as static and dynamic power consumption [57]. Static
power consumption belongs to hardware used in BS and
remains nearly constant. Dynamic power (also known as
communicational power) on the other hand, depends on traf-
fic load between BS and UEs [58], [59]. The focus of this
paper is to investigate, classify and critically analyse exist-
ing energy saving techniques to control the dynamic power
consumption.
A. STATIC POWER CONSUMPTION
The static power is purely hardware based constant power
consumption, which BS needs to cater for necessary oper-
ations. The static power consumption can be improved by
energy efficient hardware designs and subsequent intelligent
deployments. However, in this work our main focus based on
dynamic power consumption.
B. DYNAMIC POWER CONSUMPTION
The dynamic power consumption depends on BS’s resources
utilization and is directly affected by BS transmission oper-
ations. Therefore it could be reduced by turning off of
BS operations during idle states. Dynamic power manage-
ment has attracted attention of researchers and could be
classified in to three main categories i-e, energy efficient
resources allocation, bandwidth expansion and load balanc-
ing as shown in Figure 2.
The dynamic (a.k.a. communicational) power consump-
tion can be reduced by appropriate activation and deactivation
of BS’s transceivers also known as Discontinuous Trans-
mission (DTX) during off peak time periods. Discontinuous
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FIGURE 2. Classification of Energy Saving Schemes.
Transmission (DTX) based schemes allocate Multicast and
Broadcast Single Frequency Network (MBSFN) sub-frames
through traffic load consideration [60], [61]. The power aware
algorithm analyzes the traffic that cells need to serve, then
calculates the amount of resources required and distributes
them among the sub frames (SFs) to minimize the power con-
sumption. In lightly loaded conditions, there is a possibility of
some frames being not utilized, which could help to achieve
improved energy conservation by configuration and turning
off of idle frames. Importantly micro cell DTX significantly
reduces power consumption during low traffic rate; however
it does not work during high traffic loads because there are
no empty sub frames left. Results indicate that average power
consumption per cell without DTX is 170W [60], while micro
DTX enabled cell reduces this Figure by 60%. Next to this,
the work presented in [62], [63], [64] avail the concept of
energy efficient resource allocation and significantly reduce
overall BS power consumption.
Aggregation of resource blocks through carrier aggre-
gation algorithms can also help achieve better energy
saving [65], [66]. This helps in reduced overheads thereby
increasing energy conservation. On the same line, energy-
efficient carrier aggregation algorithms group together the
component carriers (CC) to achieve greater energy sav-
ing [67]. Distance-aware schemes, which involve switching
off of the BS having greater distance from UEs, can also help
to obtain better ES [68], [69], [70]. These schemes reduce
energy consumption by appropriate activation/deactivation
of the BS, based on information of varying distance and
load. Another dynamic traffic-aware approach is introduced
in [71], which uses time varying traffic information for energy
conservation. Each BS divides its cell in different number
of sectors, then switch off appropriate sector (with low traf-
fic) providing power saving opportunities. Centralized and
distributed schemes which engage UE migration also help
achieve better energy saving [72], [73]. Centralized schemes
select highest loaded BS through analysing traffic informa-
tion and determine if it could accommodate more UEs. Con-
sidering Selected BS, if available bandwidth is greater than
the capacity required to serve neighbour cell, UEs with lowest
load traffic will then be shifted towards heavily loaded BS
resulting into switching off of lightly loaded BS for reduced
energy consumption. Compared to centralised, distributed
schemes in contrast, select pair of BSs and then determine
the ES state of each BS. Initially, schemes activate energy
saving on particular BS, which examines neighbour cells
list, and select one BS with lowest load forming a pair. The
BS preferred to keep powered ON is the one that could
accommodate more UEs. On the same lines, work presented
in [74], [75], employ distributed scheduling and energy effi-
cient power control approaches for reduced power consump-
tion. Another work in [76] shares relay between different
operators thus resulting into energy saving. In [77] authors
introduced an energy-efficient link adaptation scheme that
combines the traditional link adaptation with power control,
thereby resulting into improved energy efficiency at the BS.
This scheme uses BS’s transmitted power as a new feed-
back parameter and predicts an optimal set of parameters in
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order to maximize the BS’s energy efficiency and satisfy the
Block Error Rate (BLER) constraint for the channel state.
Another interesting scheme is presented in [78], [79] which
suggests an energy-efficient resource allocation scheme that
operates in multi-cells OFDMA-based LTE networks. In the
same context, [80], [81] introduce energy efficient resource
allocation for reduced power consumption in LTE networks.
This method combines dynamic resource block allocation
with energy-efficient power allocation and reduces overall
BS power consumption. Bandwidth expansion scheme with
load balancing is introduced in [82], [83] which employs
the idea of moving UEs from overlapping area of lightly
loaded cell to the heavily loaded cell. The Time Compression
Mode (TCoM) is presented in [84], which saves power by
reducing control signals overhead’s transmission. Resource
blocks (RBs) are compressed together in TCoM, either in
time or frequency domain by usage of higher order modula-
tion. ES is achieved through reduction in overhead signalling
by appropriately turning off of the unused RBs [84]. On the
same lines, optimized resource allocation could also lead
towards reduced energy consumption as discussed in [85].
Energy efficient BSs deployment too has helped for improved
energy conservation [86]. Energy saving approaches for D2D
communication in LTE networks resulting in to reduced
power consumption are presented in [87], [88], and [89].
The most recent research work has established the idea of
integrating Cognitive Radio Networks (CRNs) [90] with LTE
infrastructure for improved energy saving. This predomi-
nantly lies in the fact of isolating users in two categories (i.e.
Pus and SUs). During awake periods, BS transmits PUs data
over licensed spectrum while in contrast SUs data is sent over
unlicensed spectrum. BSs are switched in to sleep mode right
after completion of data packets transmission thus resulting
into opportunities for improved power conservation. Energy
saving can also be achieved through suitable cells coverage
expansion and turning off of idle BSs [91]. Importantly,
mentioned scheme initially splits cells in twomain categories,
i.e. cooperative cells and dormant cells. Where, cooperative
cells serve associated users while dormant cells are turned off
during low traffic time periods for energy saving. Next to this,
intelligent resource allocation and power control [92], [93]
can help reduce dynamic power consumption thus resulting
into improved energy efficiency. Noteworthy, energy efficient
schemes while deployed at every BS allocates lower transmit
power to suitable resources in line with the associated Sig-
nal to Noise plus interference (SINR) ratio. Among others,
D2D communication based scheme presented in [94] uses
energy efficient heterogeneous routing for enhanced energy
conservation.
Significant amount of research work has been car-
ried out to develop different ES Schemes, which help
to reduce dynamic power consumption. However, increas-
ing trends of OPEX and global warming indicate that
there is always need to do more research work to achieve
enhanced ES systems for future wireless systems. Based
on discussion above, broad classification of the energy
saving schemes is presented in Figure. 2 while detailed
insight into individual schemes are provided in the following
sections.
IV. ENERGY EFFICIENT RESOURCE ALLOCATION
In order to transport UE data across wireless medium,
wireless cellular systems employee various control channels
which segregate dissimilar types of data and transport them
across radio access network in orderly routine. LTE consist
of physical channels, transport channels and logical chan-
nels. Further, physical channels consist of Physical Broad-
cast Channel (PBCH), Master Information Block (MIB) and
Physical Downlink Control Channel (PDCCH). Intelligent
switching on and off of these control channels can result in
increased energy saving. Some Energy Efficient Schemes in
energy efficient resource allocation category are explained
below.
A. HYBRID FBS AND MBS BASED SCHEMES
The use of Femto base stations (FBS) has proven to be
promising technology to cover those areas where macro base
stations (MBS) are limited. In the same context, work pre-
sented in [92] introduces power control based resource blocks
allocation scheme in LTE network withMBS and FBS, which
employ the concept of Almost Blank Sub frame (ABS) and
Reduced Power Blocks (RBs) to allocate reduced transmis-
sion power to resource blocks thereby resulting in to reduced
downlink power consumption. Said scheme is recommended
for two tier heterogeneous networks with MBS and few FBSs
as shown in Figure 3. The main idea lies in the fact that
varying transmit power levels can be assigned to different
resources thus resulting into reduced BS power consump-
tion. The level of transmit power is measured through SINR,
thus if users SINR is higher than predefined threshold then
they are allocated with lower transmit power, while higher
power is assign to users with lower SINR. Since SINR values
changes rapidly, accordingly estimation of transmit power
also changes continuously. Next to this Breathing technique
is introduced for resource blocks allocation which divided
users in two classes, i.e. (Inhale and Exhale). Users are
arranged in ascending order in Inhale class in relation to the
required transmit power and are mapped with resource blocks
in sequence. On the other hand, Exhale class involves sorting
of users in descending order of their transmission power
value, [92].
B. LINK ADAPTATION SCHEMES
LTE provides high data rate through the effective resources
utilization in available bandwidth. The Channel Quality Indi-
cator (CQI), Precoding Matrix Indicator (PMI) and Rank
Indicator (RI) parameters play key role in efficient use of
resources. PMI determines which precoding matrix should be
used for downlink transmission while RI presents the number
of layers that should be used for downlink transmission. CQI
is reported from UEs to the BS that contains information
about the supportedModulation andCoding Schemes (MCS).
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FIGURE 3. Hybrid FBS and MBS based ES scheme.
FIGURE 4. Link Adaptation Scheme - LTE based downlink transmission.
CQI plays major role in selection of MCS at downlink in BS.
CQI value ranges from 0 to 15. Higher value of CQI indicates
use of higher modulation scheme while BS can use higher
coding rate for increased energy efficiency [77]. An energy
efficient (EE) link adaptation scheme, which combines tra-
ditional link adaptation with power control resulting into
improved energy efficiency at BS is presented in [77]. This
scheme uses BS transmitted power as a new feedback param-
eter and predicts optimal parameters that maximize the BS
energy efficiency and satisfy the Block Error Rate (BLER)
constraint which is used for demodulation tests in multipath
conditions during radio link monitoring. This scheme can be
best described with the help of LTE based downlink trans-
mission model shown in Figure 4. UE estimates channel gain
between BS and itself to calculate the parameters RI, PMI,
CQI and transmit power. These parameters are then feedback
to BS through feedback channel as shown in Figure.4. The
BS uses feedback received from UEs as input parameter to
adjust its transmission power; where RI helps to determine
the code word, CQI helps to select MCS scheme for each
transmission, and PMI is used by BS to select the precoding
matrix.
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FIGURE 5. MBSFN based Frame architecture.
C. CROSS LAYER RESOURCE ALLOCATION SCHEMES
A cross layer based energy efficient resource allocation
scheme for multi-cells OFDMA based LTE networks is pre-
sented in [78]. This technique encompasses physical and
medium access control (MAC) layers combining dynamic
resource block allocation at MAC layer with energy efficient
power allocation at physical layer thus resulting in reduced
overall power consumption by the BS. Dynamic resource
block allocation is based on feedback (energy efficiency
indicator) that is used to adjust scheduling process. This
method also promotes the user’s fairness through allocating
equal resources to all users either with good and bad quality
channels.
D. MBSFN RESOURCE ALLOCATION SCHEME
TheMBFN predicts future traffic load that needs to be served
in the next frame, this predicted load is used to calculate
the required RBs while turning off the unused resources.
The future load prediction is made using previously served
load information exchanged between BSs through X2 inter-
face (standard interface used for BS communication in LTE).
An interesting MBSFN based ES saving scheme in [61] con-
figures MBSFN sub-frames that helps to provide and setup
transmitter switching-off periods. Additionally, this method
estimates the resources required to serve the predictive load
for effective resource allocation resulting into enhanced
power saving by turning off the idle resources. Based on
LTE specifications, six out of ten sub-frames can be config-
ured as MBSFN (Figure 5). Importantly MBSFN sub-frames
carry less Reference Signals (RS) compared to the standard
sub-frame. Therefore, in case no data is available, MBSFN
sub-frames can be turned off resulting into reduced energy
consumption.
V. BANDWIDTH EXPANSION SCHEMES
The energy efficient LTE networks can also be realized
through bandwidth expansion. Several proposed techniques
employing bandwidth expansion for improved energy effi-
ciency are presented below.
A. CoMP BASED COVERAGE EXPANSION
Work in [91] uses Coordinated Multiple Point (CoMP) for
improved energy saving. CoMP expands cell coverage thus
resulting into better expansion compared to antenna adjust-
ments and transmission power measurements (section VI
below). Proposed work employs link budget and SINR
as input parameters and then divides networks in clusters
on the basis of equivalent cell principle with distributed
method (Figure 6). Cells in this scheme are divided in two
main categories, i.e. cooperative and dormant cells, which is
decided by Joint Processing (JP) cooperative cell selection
model. During off peak traffic time periods, cooperative cells
expand their coverage to serve dormant cells which are turned
off for energy saving purposes.
B. TIME COMPRESSION (TCoM) SCHEME
The 10 ms frame in OFDMA consists of 10 subframes.
Each subframe includes two slots of 0.5 ms each and each
time slot consists of 12 subcarriers and 7 symbols as shown
in Figure 7. Subcarriers of each symbol can be allocated
to multiple users thereby making efficient use of radio
resources. TCoM tries to reduce the power consumption
caused by the usage of higher order modulation schemes in
OFDMA through decrease in control channel overhead [84].
RBs in TCoM are compressed together and energy sav-
ing is achieved through reduced overhead signalling by
appropriately turning off unused RBs during idle state. The
time and frequency implementations of TCoM do not differ
in performance because of the fact that changes in either
length or bandwidth of a transmission have the same impact
on the transmitter’s energy. A compression factor to represent
the number of RBs to be pooled together is introduced in [84].
It also uses Shannon’s capacity to derive required Signal-to-
Noise Ratio (SINR). TCoM is found to be around 26% more
energy efficient compared to LTE benchmark standard.
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FIGURE 6. CoMP based Coverage Expansion.
FIGURE 7. OFDMA frame architecture.
C. BANDWIDTH EXPANSION MODE (BEM) SCHEME
Another Bandwidth Expansion Scheme (BEM) is described
in [82]. This method is based on the concept that when the
network is lightly loaded (larger number of RBs is free),
in this scenario bandwidth allocation can be increased to
reduce power consumption at BS. In LTE systems, minimum
resource allocation is one RB for each user and allocation
is done by schedulers. Expanded RB allocation (allocating
more than 1 RBs per user) reduces the Modulation and
Coding Scheme (MCS) and Signal-to-Noise Interfer-
ence (SINR) per frequency channel for each user, which
in turn provides more energy efficient transmission. Work
in [82] specially is recommended for low loaded networks,
because extra RBs that are idle during off peak traffic helps
in bandwidth expansion. BEM addresses two important fac-
tors; Energy Efficiency (EE) and Mobility Load Balanc-
ing (MLB) in networks. This work proposes an effective
EE resource allocation optimization model by employing
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FIGURE 8. Resource Allocation through Load Balancing.
a low complexity method called Energy Efficient Virtual
Bandwidth Expansion Mode (EE-VBEM). The concept of
Virtual Load Balancing (VLB) that distributes some of the
traffic (users) from highly loaded cells to the lightly loaded
cells is used as shown in Figure 8. The EE-VBEM consists
of two major parts: 1) EE Resource Allocation Optimization
Model; 2) Low Complexity Method to achieve 1. Firstly,
all base stations exchange load information of neighbouring
cells through X2 Interface. Based on this information; each
BS determines if there is a need of load balancing. In case
load balancing is required, VLB automatically start shifting
users from overlapping area to lightly loaded BS. BEM then
calculates the required RBs for each UE using minimum
required data rate and user channel quality. Once RB calcu-
lation is done, the BEM prioritize the users according to the
SINR value. Higher SINR indicates higher BEM priority for
the user and vice versa. After priority assignment, RBs are
allocated to the UEs. BEM saves energy by allocating extra
resources at the expense of reduced overall capacity of the
BSs [82].
D. COMPONENT CARRIER BASED SCHEMES
Carrier Aggregation is well known technology used in LTE
networks for the effective use of bandwidth. Each aggregated
carrier is known as Component Carrier (CC) which can have
bandwidth ranging from 1.4, 3, 5, 10, 15 or 20 MHz, while
maximum of 5 carriers can be aggregated at a time. Car-
rier aggregation can be achieved through three methods as
shown in Figure 9. The simplest method is known as Intra-
Band Contiguous; which uses contiguous carrier aggregation
at the same frequency band. Second method is known as
Non-Contiguous Intra Band Carrier Aggregation in which
CC operates at same frequency band but have gaps as shown
in Figure 9. Third method is Non-Contiguous Inter Band
Carrier Aggregation in which carriers operate at different fre-
quency bands. To achieve an energy efficient communication
in the LTE networks, more CCs can be jointly utilized in a BS
for enhanced ES opportunities.
In [65], authors recommended OFDMA based multiple
CC technique for energy efficient transmission that uses two
CCs for data transmission. The main idea is to transmit only
necessary CCs thus providing opportunities for appropriate
deactivation of idle CCs to reduce the power consumption.
The ES scheme in [65] works in downlink in BS and support
both real and non-real time traffic simultaneously as shown
in Figure.10. The ES scheme consists of 2 CCs operating at
same frequency band and can be jointly utilized in BS for data
transmission. The two CCs are called Primary Component
Carrier (PCC) and Secondary Component Carrier (SCC),
respectively. Normal data transmission uses PCC while SCC
is only used during high traffic conditions. During trans-
mission, user’s data packets are transmitted to the session
level where they are classified as Real Time (RT) or Non-
Real-Time (NRT) by the classifier and forwarded to RT and
NRT Queues, respectively (Figure 10). The data packets then
wait in transmission queue to be served by the proposed ES
scheme, which consists of two algorithms. First algorithm
allocates radio resources, while second algorithm is used
for the appropriate activation/deactivation of the SCC. The
first algorithm further contains two sub-algorithms called
Bandwidth Allocation Algorithm (BAA) and Resource Block
Allocation Algorithm (RBAA), respectively. All these algo-
rithms are executed at the beginning of every sub frame and
jointly provide ES opportunities at BS.
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FIGURE 9. Carrier Aggregation.
FIGURE 10. OFDMA based Component Carrier ES Scheme.
E. SCHEDULING BASED SCHEMES
Videv et al. have presented an energy efficient scheduling
scheme in [95]. The method is based on bandwidth expansion
through allocation of extra resources to the UEs and uses
lower order modulation schemes for ES. This scheme reduces
power consumption by 44% while maintaining throughput
and QoS constraints. It uses energy-aware scoring scheduler,
which considers best channel conditions and allocates addi-
tional resources to the UEs. The scheduler allocates resources
by following the integer factor defined for bandwidth expan-
sion. This method is effective only for networks where traffic
is low and more free resources are available to be allocated
to the UEs. This scheme provides ES at the cost of overall
system capacity and therefore, not effective in practical real
time environment.
VI. LOAD BALANCING SCHEMES
Research has shown that traffic load varies significantly at
the BSs and a lot of energy is wasted during low load oper-
ation. Load Balancing is a part of Radio Resource Man-
agement (RRM). The term ’Load Balancing’ presents any
method that could be used to transfer load from highly loaded
cells to lightly loaded neighbour cells for the efficient use
of radio resources. The user’s distribution and traffic flow
is irregular in cells, which can cause an unbalanced load
condition in the network. In wireless cellular networks with
unequal traffic load distribution, some of the users at the
edges of cells can be transferred from highly loaded cells to
the lightly loaded cells thereby providing opportunities for
efficient resources utilization. When UEs detect that neigh-
bour cells can provide better signal quality than its current
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FIGURE 11. Distance aware based BSs communication.
serving BS, they are handed over to that neighbour cell.
During load balancing, if the cell is desirable or already in ES
mode and it is selected as a candidate for load balancing from
a nearby heavily loaded cell, then there exist two options.
To prioritize the load balance without considering the ES,
and secondly focus is made only to prioritize the ES. In the
second case, UEs are not allowed to be handed over to the
cells, which are desirable, or already in ES mode and the
heavy loaded cell has to find another neighbour cell for
load balancing. In this case, edge users may not be served
efficiently but power saving could be improved.
A. DISTANCE AWARE SCHEMES
Work in [68] has introduced distance aware schemes that
involve switching off of BS having greater distance from
UEs. This work reduces energy consumption by appropriate
activation/deactivation of BS through information of varying
distance and load. Each BS in 7 cells base cluster calculates
its average distance from associated UEs and adjacent cells
UEs as shown in Figure 11. Since the larger average distance
between BS and UEs leads to the higher power consumption,
appropriate BS (with larger average distance) is selected for
switching OFF. If the bandwidth requirements to serve asso-
ciated UEs are less than the total available capacity supported
by adjacent cells, then the selected BS is switched off and
traffic is allocated to the neighbour cells resulting in a reduced
power consumption. Moreover, the BSs in sleep mode can
be activated if network becomes busy due to high volume of
traffic. ES scheme aims to turn off as much BSs as possible
without any degradation of QoS. This scheme divides the
day in two zones, a night zone (7PM to 7AM) and a day
zone (8AM to 6PM). Turning off the BS is performed during
night zone to achieve ES during 12 hours of low traffic load
conditions. The BS is switched ON during the day zone when
traffic load increases and network becomes busy. In high
traffic load conditions, a number of BSs should remain
switched ON in order to serve the UEs appropriately without
affecting the QoS. ES scheme proposed in [68] significantly
reduces power consumption by deactivating BSs while neigh-
bour cells can send activation instruction back to the BS in
sleep mode through X2 interface.
B. COVERAGE EXPANSION BASED SCHEMES
A centralized ES algorithm is proposed in [72] that provides
ES by turning off the lightly loaded BSs. This scheme is
based on the idea of shifting the traffic towards highest loaded
BS using load and coverage information of the network and
switch off lightly loaded BS.
The main idea lies in the fact that all UEs of lightly loaded
BS are served by neighbour busiest BS, thus permits lightly
loaded BS to turn OFF for energy saving. Initially neighbour
BS sectorize its coverage, then extends coverage of appropri-
ate sector through transmission power adjustment and recon-
figuration of antenna as shown in Figure 12. The extended
sector coverage helps BS to serve UEs of lightly loaded
BS being turned off. Proposed algorithm while deployed at
every BS, sectorize and extend its coverage for energy saving
purposes. It uses two algorithms; first one monitors network
for load information while second operates on individual
BS and manage its sectorization and transmission expansion
process. Initially, on the basis of load information, central-
ized algorithm selects busiest BS and analyze its resources
availability. If selected BS has enough resources to serve
neighbour BS’s users, then one of its sector transmission
coverage is expanded to serve UEs of the neighbour cell being
switched off for energy saving as shown in Figure 12 [72].
C. DISTRIBUTED SCHEMES
In [71], a distributed self-organized sectorization of BSs
is presented for energy efficient communication. Based on
the varying load information, each BS reconfigures itself
in real time thus utilizes minimum number of sectors for
energy saving while promising adequate QoS. Since each
BS dynamically reconfigures itself and no correspondence
is required with neighbour BSs, this scheme is inherently
distributed and self-organized. Each BS is implemented with
traffic aware algorithm for continuous reconfiguration of
sectors depending on time varying load. Objective of traffic
aware algorithm is to regulate sectorisation and minimize the
number of sectors in each BS, while maintaining necessary
signal power required for eachUE andQoS constraints. Note-
worthy during low traffic durations, less number of sectors are
sufficient to serve BS users thus unused sectors are turned off
to achieve ES as shown in Figure 11. Said scheme estimates
the required number of RBs for each UE and uses both time-
inhomogeneous and time-homogeneous traffic models for
performance analysis. It also employs interference-managing
arrangements to handle inter-cell interference and signifi-
cantly reduces overall system dynamic power consumption
by turning off the unused sectors in each BS (Figure 11).
However, one of the major disadvantages of this technique
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FIGURE 12. BS Coverage Expansion for Energy Saving.
FIGURE 13. Distributed Schemes - Sectorization in Base Stations.
is that a sector can be turned off only if it does not serve even
a single UE in low traffic durations.
D. SHARED RELAY BASED SCHEMES
Authors have proposed shared relay based load balancing
ES scheme for the LTE networks in [76]. The operators or
service providers share their network resources to accommo-
date additional users and support their demand of increased
voice and data services through load balancing. This scheme
however, needs reasonable investment in the network infras-
tructure and is based on two assumptions. First assumption
states that two different network operators jointly provide
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FIGURE 14. State diagram for CRN based energy saving.
coverage to the service area through service level agreement,
which allows UEs to communicate with operators through
load balancing algorithm. Second assumption says that a
centralized SON algorithm is used for optimization of com-
munication between UEs for ES. It lays foundation for a relay
based shared network based on two LTE networks belonging
to two different operators having their own BSs. UEs of
both operators can freely communicate with any BS regard-
less of their operator. BSs of both operators are connected
through backhaul link, which is monitored and controlled by
a remote entity called Radio Access Network (RAN). Having
information of load and channel conditions, SON algorithm
calculates Reference Signal Received Power (RSRP) of both
BSs for each user. Once RSRP has been calculated, the UE is
then allocated to the BS having better RSRP for it. However,
if RSRP of both BSs is same then UEs prefer to communicate
with their own operator BS because both operators prefer to
utilize their own resources first. This scheme reduces power
consumption from 15 to 20%with the help of SON based load
balancing.
E. CRN ADOPTED SWITCHING OFF OF BS
The work presented in [90] incorporates Cognitive radio
networks with LTE and turns off BSs for energy saving
purposes. Proposed algorithm employs three modes of oper-
ation, namely sleep, awake and listening modes respectively
(Figure 14). During awake mode, PUs data is transmitted
using pre-emptive priority while SUs data is sent using
unused remaining spectrum. Once all packets have been
transmitted and buffer becomes empty, the BS is turned in to
sleep mode for energy saving purposes. Importantly arrival of
PUs data can shift BS from sleep mode straight back to awake
mode. Otherwise BS remains in Sleep mode to conserve
energy and shifts to listeningmode upon expiry of sleepmode
timer. The BS listens to data traffic in listening mode before
it repeats the whole cycle.
F. REDUCED EARLY HANDOVER (REHO) SCHEME
Taking into account challenges and open research issues,
we have proposed reduced early handover (REHO) energy
scheme in [96]. REHO merges bandwidth expansion with
resource blocks switching off for enhanced energy saving
purposes. REHO scheme while deployed at every BS relocate
users from overlapping areas of seven neighbour cells to the
one center cell through load balancing thus enabling neigh-
bour cells to turn off freed resource blocks for energy saving.
REHO employs the concept of time compression thus com-
bines two RBs to form one incremental RB and allocate to
single user resulting into reduced control channels overhead
transmission, further it initiates early handover using reduced
value of hysteresis.
REHO achieves energy saving through fine-tuning of hys-
teresis, offset and is explained with help of Figure 15. BSs
transmit cell specific Reference Signals to all users within its
coverage area, which are used by users to measure reference
signals receive power (RSRP). When RSRP of target cell
becomes better then serving cell, then user trigger A3 event
and send measurement report (best candidate BS informa-
tion) to serving cell to initiate handover [97]. The hysteresis
and offset are used to push user closer to the target cell thus
ensuring minimal radio link failure. REHO uses minimum
reduced value of hysteresis thus resulting in to early handover
initiation as compared to standard handover for energy sav-
ing while maintaining radio link failure at acceptable levels.
Systems level simulations are performed to demonstrate the
behavior of REHO. The chosen network scenario consists
of 7 overlapping cells with 50 users randomly distributed
in each cell. Figure 16 compares REHO with standard LTE
handover for dynamic power consumption. Clearly REHO
outperforms standard handover in terms of dynamic power
consumption where the reduction in power consumption in
REHO is achieved by early turning off of RBs.
VII. DISCUSSION AND CRITICAL ANALYSIS
Table 2 critically compares existing ES schemes in terms of
their pros and cons followed by detailed discussion and anal-
ysis. Table 2 shows that distance aware scheme [68] operates
during 12 hours and save energy up to 30% as compared
to always on network during night zone. Since traffic load
is high in daytime, distance aware schemes fail to turn off
BSs during day time and are only effective in night zone
when traffic load is low. Dynamic distance aware approach
achieves energy saving up to 70% in comparison to always on
network and operates every hour in contrast to distance aware
scheme [69]. Since each BS is required to exchange load
information every hour with other neighbor cells, it results
in an increased overhead in the network.
Discontinuous Transmission (DTX) is one of the most
interesting ES schemes. Main advantage of DTX is that it
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TABLE 2. Critical analysis of existing ES Schemes.
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TABLE 2. Continued.Critical analysis of existing ES Schemes.
FIGURE 15. REHO Energy Saving Scheme.
targets operational ES where there is no need of turning off
whole BS and only unused RBs are switched off [60], [61].
On the other hand, main disadvantage of DTX is the long
sleep mode of unused RBs that increases delay time required
by RBs to go back to active mode. Distributed schemes also
contribute in ES in LTE networks by effectively migrating
UEs to the neighbour cells [72], [73]. In these types of
schemes, BSs keep exchanging load information with each
other resulting in an increased traffic information overhead.
Bandwidth expansion is also used to achieve 44% of ES in
lightly loaded networks. However, allocation of extra RBs
results into reduced available capacity of the BS and thus not
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TABLE 3. QoS factors involved in ES schemes.
very effective during peak hours time period [95]. A combina-
tion of load balancing with bandwidth expansion is also used
to reduce power consumption in the network [82]. However,
this scheme could migrate UEs to those cells that are already
desirable for ES mode thus reducing ES opportunities in
overall network. The centralized schemes also provide ES but
suffer from high traffic load similar to the distributed scheme.
The TCoM scheme provides 26% ES by cutting down control
channels signalling [84]. Its main idea is similar to the band-
width expansion, however, it reduces control channel over-
head by transmitting two RBs jointly to a single user. TCoM
suffers from the drawback of being not effective at cell edges
and also requires a reduced overall system capacity. The
energy efficient link adaption scheme is only effective for the
UEs located closer to the BS and saves 9.4% of energy while
increasing the feedback overhead in the network [77]. Carrier
aggregation approach is also used for ES reducing power
consumption by 50% as compared to always on network [65].
One of the disadvantages of this scheme is session block-
ing which may increase the delay during high traffic time
period.
Coverage expansion is also used as a means to realize ES
in the LTE networks [72]. It is however very complicated
for the BS to make partitions to expand their transmission
power and provide coverage to full neighbour BS using one
FIGURE 16. REHO Dynamic Power consumption.
partition. On the other hand, execution of two algorithms to
implement this scheme also increases overall computation
overhead. Division of the BS in different sectors and turning
off unused or free sectors is also employed to attain ES [71].
This scheme however only works for a completely free sector
and existence of even a single user would not allow the BS
to turn off that sector. A shared relay ES scheme based on
the idea of sharing resources of two different operators is
proposed in [76].
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TABLE 4. Open research issues.
FIGURE 17. Percentage of energy saved in each ES scheme.
However, it is very difficult for two different opera-
tors to work and integrate their operations under a shared
environment.
Table 3 summarizes the performance of the discussed ES
schemes in relation to other QoS issues. Figure 17 presents
ES percentage achieved by different ES schemes discussed
above. It can be observed that dynamic distance aware
scheme is the most energy efficient technique among other
ES schemes.
VIII. OPEN RESEARCH ISSUES
Comparative study of various existing ES schemes has shown
that most of these schemes are only effective for lightly
loaded networks and energy is not saved during highly loaded
network conditions. DTX based schemes affected from delay
that occur for RBs to come back in active mode [60]. Further
research work is needed to reduce these delays. Reduced
delay could have significant effect on overall performance
of the system. The distance aware and bandwidth expan-
sion based schemes fail to reduce power consumption during
peak traffic hours. Therefore, these schemes could be further
explored to provide enhanced energy saving during highly
loaded traffic [68], [69]. Bandwidth expansion schemes could
work more effectively in balanced network. Therefore, load
balancing could be further exploited with bandwidth expan-
sion [82], [95]. On the other hand, centralized and dis-
tributed schemes exchange load information between the
entire BS that increases load information overhead in network
and reduces system efficiency [72], [73]. Means should be
devised to reduce the load information overhead. Similarly,
link adaptation based ES scheme also suffers from over-
head produced by energy consumption feedback sent to the
BS [77]. Feedback overhead reduction could be exploited
for an improved ES in the LTE networks. Energy efficient
BS deployment provision could be integrated with any other
dynamic energy saving based schemes for enhanced energy
efficient systems [86].MBSFNbased ES scheme suffers from
control signals which basically reduce the opportunities of
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turning off the unused RBs [61]. Energy saving through con-
trol signals could be further explored for enhanced MBSFN
based energy saving. In other words, few aspects of both
the TCoM and MBSFN schemes can be taken into account
to develop a hybrid ES scheme which may provide better
energy efficient system as compared to the systems using
TCoM and MBSFN schemes on individual basis [61], [86].
Table 4 presents open research areas for energy saving in LTE
networks.
IX. LESSONS LEARNT
Though various schemes have been discussed which help to
achieve energy saving thereby improving energy efficiency,
however significant lessons have been learnt. DTX provides
significant ES however it does not consider any delay related
issues which may occur due to the longer sleep mode from
10ms to 20ms cycle. Similarly, distance aware switching off
of BSs are effective for lightly loaded networks, however
these schemes are not at all suitable for heavily loaded net-
works. Since during peak load hours, it is not possible to turn
off BS therefore these schemes fail to save energy. Bandwidth
expansion schemes allocate extra RBs to the UEs which
reduces overall available capacity of the system. Accord-
ingly, BEM does not provide energy saving opportunities
during peak hour traffic. Further exploring literature review,
TCoM considered constant SINR and provides energy saving
through reduced control channels overhead, yet RBs still
consume power during idle mode and TCoM loses energy
saving opportunities. Importantly centralized schemes have
also proven to be effective for lightly loaded networks only;
these schemes fail to provide energy saving in highly loaded
networks. Link adaptation schemes reduce power consump-
tion only by 9.4%,while it considerably increases overhead of
feedback sent back to BS for energy saving purpose. The car-
rier aggregation based ES scheme combines two carrier com-
ponents whereas it suffers from session blocking resulting in
to increased delay during high traffic periods. Most of exist-
ing energy saving proposals mostly work in lightly loaded
networks while do not provide adequate and considerable
energy saving during peak hours. Indeed there exists plenty
of room and need for additional research work which could
be carried out to provide energy saving during peak traffic
time periods too.Mentioned drawbacks and learnt lessons can
indeed be carefully employed and guide future researchers to
conduct and develop novel robust energy efficient schemes in
the light of mentioned open research issues (Table 4).
X. CONCLUSION
Due to increased Global warming and worldwide climate
change, energy consumption has become major hurdle.
The ICT contributes approximately 2% in global warm-
ing, while major part is attributed to telecommunication in
ICT. In cellular networks, energy consumption is effected
from growing mobiles users and their data requirements.
Moreover, further deployment of additional and enhanced
BSs to fulfill ever growing users requirements also adds in
ICT contribution. Therefore, increasing trend of energy con-
sumption has become major challenge for vendors thus
affecting both economical and environmental aspects. The
rapid increase in energy consumption not only increases
OPEX but also effects climate change. Research work has
proven that BSs in LTE networks consume a lot of dynamic
power during idle state, which could be saved by appropriate
energy saving schemes. The reduced power consumption
enhances the LTE system performance through cutting down
the OPEX and carbon emission thus also helping the vendors
to have high profile in green communication. This paper
has provided detailed discussion of existing energy saving
schemes developed for LTE networks. Critical analysis of
the schemes has been presented before open research issues
are discussed. Finally, authors novel REHO energy saving
scheme is also briefly described which takes into account
challenges and builds itself upon research issues. The paper
is a comprehensive account of the existing ES schemes for
LTE networks and can help researchers to understand current
state of art, open research issues to come up with innovative
solutions resulting in optimized system performance.
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